Abstract-In this paper, we study an asymptotic approximation of the Fisher information for the estimation of a scalar parameter using quantized measurements. We show that, as the number of quantization intervals tends to infinity, the loss of Fisher information induced by quantization decreases exponentially as a function of the number of quantization bits. A characterization of the optimal quantizer through its interval density and an analytical expression for the Fisher information are obtained. A comparison between optimal uniform and non-uniform quantization for the location and scale estimation problems shows that non-uniform quantization is only slightly better. As the optimal quantization intervals are shown to depend on the unknown parameters, by applying adaptive algorithms that jointly estimate the parameter and set the thresholds in the location and scale estimation problems, we show that the asymptotic results can be approximately obtained in practice using only 4 or 5 quantization bits.
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I. INTRODUCTION
W ITH a broad scope of applications ranging from military systems to building and environmental monitoring [2] , sensor networks have emerged as a domain of signal processing. The shift from a single sensor approach to a multisensor approach, inherent to sensor networks and sensor arrays, introduces new algorithm design problems. Communication rate and complexity constraints have to be considered.
A common and direct approach to respect these constraints is to quantize the sensor measurements. Although the theory of quantization for measurements reconstruction is extensively studied in the literature [3] , its extension for the reconstruction of a parameter embedded in the measurements is much less studied. It is clear that the latter of these two subjects is the most interesting in the development of sensing systems and therefore it will be the main subject of this work.
Location parameter estimation based on quantized measurements is studied in [4] , where an analysis of the influence of the quantizer input offset on the estimation performance is presented. The same problem is studied in [5] in a binary quantization context; more precisely, the problem of setting binary thresholds of multiple sensors to estimate a random parameter is studied in detail. The number of quantization bits is considered to be finite in both works.
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High-rate approximations of performance criteria for inference based on quantized measurements are presented in [6] . Performance for parameter estimation when both the number of quantization bits and the number of measurements are large is detailed in the uniform quantization case. In [7] a high-rate approximation for estimation performance is also proposed, in this case the estimated parameter is random and quantization is considered to be scalar but not necessarily uniform. The optimal companding function (quantizer input nonlinear function) and mean squared estimation errors are obtained such that the sum of the quantizer output entropies is minimized, thus giving a characterization of the rate-distortion function for Bayesian estimation in the asymptotic regime.
This work is focused on the analysis of asymptotic nonuniform scalar quantization for the estimation of a scalar parameter (asymptotic here means that both the number of samples and quantization bits per sample are large), thus extending the results for uniform quantization presented in [6] . Differently from [7] , the parameter is considered to be deterministic and an approximation of the Fisher information (FI) will be written as a function of a density of quantization intervals (the point density). The optimal interval densities and an asymptotic analytical approximation of the FI will then be obtained. The results will be applied to location and scale 1 estimation problems for generalized Gaussian and Studentt distributions. For specific members of these distributions, the Gaussian distribution and the Cauchy distribution, we present a comparison between the theoretical approximation of the asymptotic maximum FI, the FI with optimal uniform quantization and the FI for a practical approximation of the optimal interval density.
Finally, as the practical approximation of the optimal quantizer is shown to depend on the unknown parameter that is estimated, adaptive algorithms that jointly estimate the parameter and set the quantizer thresholds are presented as a solution to achieve asymptotically optimal quantization for estimation. First, we present an adaptive algorithm to estimate a location parameter, then we present its corresponding version to estimate a scale parameter and, at the end, we blend the two solutions to obtain an adaptive algorithm that is asymptotically optimal for the estimation of a location parameter, even if the scale is unknown.
II. ASYMPTOTIC APPROXIMATION
We consider the problem of estimation of a scalar deterministic parameter x ∈ R of a continuous distribution based on
T from this distribution. Due to the context explained above, estimation of x will not be done directly based on the continuous amplitude measurements Y, instead it will be based on a scalar quantized version of Y, that we denote
Q represents the scalar quantizer and it is given by
where i ∈ {1, · · · , N I }, N I is the number of quantization intervals q i and τ i are the quantizer thresholds. We denote the first and last thresholds τ 0 = τ min and τ N I = τ max .
A lower bound on the variance of any unbiased estimator X of x based on i is the Cramér-Rao bound (CRB). Under the independence assumption and supposing that the support of the marginal cumulative distribution function (CDF) F of the continuous measurements does not depend on x, the CRB is
where I q is the FI for a quantized measurement, which can be written as
S q is the score function for quantized measurements and P (i; x) is the probability of having the quantizer output i:
Under some regularity assumptions the CRB is known to be asymptotically (N → +∞) tight and it can be attained asymptotically using maximum likelihood estimation (MLE). Thus, we can approximately assess estimation performance through the CRB and consequently through the FI. Note that the FI in (3) depends not only on the CDF of the measurement distribution F and on the parameter x, but also on the quantizer thresholds (or equivalently on the quantizer intervals). Therefore, two questions naturally arise: i) what are the optimal thresholds maximizing the FI? ii) For these optimal thresholds, what is the value of the FI as a function of N I ? These questions can be easily answered only in a few cases. In binary quantization the first question can be answered by maximizing the FI through the choice of the (single) threshold position. This is a one dimensional problem which can be solved through exhaustive search.
In uniform quantization, an answer to the first question can be obtained through the maximization of the FI with respect to (w.r.t.) the central quantizer position and the quantization interval length. The second question can be trivially answered with the solution of the first.
For a non-uniform quantizer, maximization of I q w.r.t. τ i or q i is a difficult problem.
To answer these questions, we chose to follow the asymptotic approach (well-known from standard quantization for measurement reconstruction). That is to say, instead of keeping the number of quantizer intervals small to solve the maximization problem with exhaustive search, we will consider that N I is large and the quantizations interval lengths ∆ i are small, so that we can have an analytical approximation of I q . In a first view, this seems to be in contradiction with the context, which imposes small N I . Fortunately, we will see that such contradiction does not exist in practice since the asymptotic results can be attained even for small number of quantization bits (4 and 5).
We assume that F (y; x) admits a probability density function (PDF) f (y; x) which is positive, smooth in both y and x and defined on a bounded support. Following the development presented in [7] , the quantity E (S c − S q )
2
(with S c = ∂ log f (y;x) ∂x the score function for estimation based on continuous measurements) can be analyzed to obtain a characterization of I q , we can rewrite E (S c − S q )
2 as
I c is the FI for continuous measurements. The definitions of the quantities S c and S q can be used to obtain E [S c S q ] = E S 2 q . Thus,
This expression shows that quantization cannot increase the FI as the term on the right can be interpreted as a loss of performance due to quantization. Remark: as the loss is positive, we can see that I q is bounded above by I c . Also, if we add a threshold to a quantizer, by the data processing inequality for the Fisher information [8] , we know that the FI for the new quantizer will be equal to or larger than the FI for the quantizer without the new threshold. Thus, as the FI is bounded above, a sequence of quantizers with increasing number of thresholds will have a FI that converges to a constant. The question that arises here is the following: can we make I q tend to I c ? We will see in what follows that this is possible.
The loss due to quantization, which we denote L, must be minimized with respect to the quantization intervals. L, which is an expectation, can be rewritten as a sum of integrals, each term of the sum represents the loss produced in a quantization interval:
First term
For the quantization interval q i , we can approximate the PDF with a Taylor series around the quantization interval
the variables for which the function is differentiated are indicated by the superscripts. The subscript represents function evaluation (after differentiation) at y i . We will assume that the sequences of intervals for increasing N I are chosen such that for any ε > 0 it is possible to find a N * I for which
As f > 0, log f at interval q i can be approximated also using a Taylor expansion:
and its derivative w.r.t.
Second term
Now, we calculate the other term in the squared factor. Integrating the PDF in (8) on the interval q i with step-length ∆ i , we get
Note that the term in ∆ 2 i is zero since y i is the interval central point and the integral of (y − y i ) around it is zero. The logarithm of P (i, x) can be obtained by dividing the second and third terms of the right hand side of (12) by the first term and then using the Taylor series for log (1 + x) = x + • (x). Differentiating the resulting expression w.r.t. x gives
Asymptotic expression for the loss L Subtracting (13) from (11) and squaring makes the leading term with least power in (y − y i ) or in ∆ i to be (log f ) (yx) i (y − y i ). When we square this difference and multiply by the Taylor series of f , we have a leading term
2 and all other terms have larger powers of (y − y i ) and/or ∆ i . Therefore, after integrating the squared difference multiplied by the Taylor series of f , we get
To obtain a characterization of the loss w.r.t. the quantizer, an interval density function λ (y) will be defined:
The interval density when integrated in an interval gives, roughly, the fraction of the number of quantization intervals contained in that interval. It is a positive function that always sums to one (the Riemann sum is equal to one
Rewriting (14) with the interval density gives
We suppose that all ∆ i converge uniformly to zero as N I → ∞. As a consequence,
Approximation of the FI I q Expression (17) indicates that, for N I large enough, the following approximation of the FI can be used
This expression shows that:
• in the asymptotic regime, if the quantizer intervals are chosen in a way such that all ∆ i tend to zero uniformly, then the asymptotic estimation performance for quantized measurements will tend to the estimation performance for continuous measurements. This answer the question on the convergence of I q .
• The convergence is quadratic in N I , or equivalently exponential in the number of bits N B = log 2 (N I ) as
• Maximization of the estimation performance through the quantizer can be done by minimizing the integral in (18) w.r.t. λ (y). This leads to an asymptotic characterization of the optimal quantizer for estimation.
Optimal interval density λ and maximum FI I q
The optimal interval density λ maximizing (18) and the corresponding maximum FI I q can be obtained by applying the Hölder's inequality to the integral. We obtain
This expression is the answer for the last question which was still unanswered. Notice that f 1 3 from standard quantization (Panter and Dite approximation [9] ) is present in this expression, however, a multiplying factor depending on the sensibility of the score function for the estimation problem is also present. As a consequence, all estimation problems for which the sensibility of the score function is not constant will have optimal quantizers for estimation that differ from those for reconstruction of the continuous measurements.
A practical way of approximating the optimal thresholds can be obtained if we use the definition of the interval density: the percentage of intervals until the interval q i , i N I must equal the integral of the interval density from τ min to τ i . This leads to the following approximation of the optimal thresholds
where
is the inverse of the CDF related to λ .
III. APPLICATION OF THE RESULTS
We apply the results above to obtain the optimal interval densities, the maximum FI approximation and the practical approximation for the optimal thresholds in two estimation problems:
• Location estimation: the objective is to estimate a param-
. The median of Y k is zero when µ is zero, therefore, µ represents the median of the distribution. For symmetric and unimodal distributions where the mean exists, e.g. the Gaussian distribution, the location parameter is either the mode, the median and the mean of the distribution.
• Scale estimation: the parameter to be estimated is x = δ in the previous CDF, which is constrained to be strictly positive. When the standard deviation exists this parameter is proportional to it. We focus on two families of distributions:
• generalized Gaussian distributions (GGD): these distributions are used in signal processing to model noise which is not necessarily Gaussian [10] . Their PDF are given by
where β is a strictly positive shape parameter.
• Student t distributions (STD): the motivation for considering Student-t distributions comes from its use in robust statistics [11] . Their PDF are the following We will see later that even if we cannot, in general, obtain analytic expressions for the the optimal thresholds and for the approximation of the maximum FI in the location parameter case, we can find expressions for its most commonly used member, the Cauchy distribution (β = 1) and we can also find analytic expressions for the scale estimation problem in general. Observe that the support of these distributions is unbounded, thus they do not respect one of the hypothesis stated above. As in standard quantization theory, we expect that the error produced by neglecting the effects of the overload region (the extremal regions) will be small.
A. Location parameter estimation
Generalized Gaussian distribution: the first step to obtain the practical approximation of the optimal thresholds is to evaluate the optimal interval density (19). Using the expression of the GGD PDF (22), we can see that the derivative of the score does not exist at y = µ for β ≤ 1, thus we proceed only for β > 1. The following interval density can be obtained:
where C µ GGD is a constant normalizing the density. Using the symmetry of the density around µ and the change of variables ε = 
with α µ GGD (x) = 3γ
where g −1 (·) denotes the inverse of the function g (·). Remarks: i) for the Gaussian distribution, the derivative of the score is constant, thus the optimal interval density is proportional to f and optimal quantization for estimation is asymptotically equivalent to optimal quantization for reconstruction of the continuous measurements Y k . ii) Notice that the distribution with largest β for which the evaluation of λ cannot be done is the Laplacian distribution (β = 1), this might be related to the fact that binary quantization with a central threshold placed at µ is optimal in the context of estimation, as in this case I q = iii) Note also that the distributions with β > 2 have a maximum of λ at a point different from µ, thus the point where most of the statistical information is located is not around the true value of the parameter but it is shifted from it. This can be linked to the fact that optimal binary quantization for this subclass of the GGD must be performed by placing the threshold at a point different from µ. As for β > 2 the PDF is flat around zero, similarly to the uniform distribution, the points where most of the information is located are in the border of the flat region. Now we can approximate the maximum FI. In this case, I c is
Using (27) in (20) and evaluating the integral term, we have
In the Gaussian case (β = 2), this approximation is
Student t distribution (Cauchy distribution): the interval density can be evaluated using (23) in (19), which gives 
Unfortunately the CDF of this density cannot be expressed analytically (with known special functions). Thus, for obtaining an expression for the optimal thresholds, it is necessary to numerically integrate the density and then invert an interpolation of the numerical integration. In the case of the Cauchy distribution (β = 1), we can evaluate analytically the CDF. Integration of λ and inversion (we omit here the CDF expression) with
,
, when |i | ≤ 
Results for the Gaussian and Cauchy distributions: the validity of the asymptotic approximations will be verified through the evaluation of the FI (3) for Gaussian and Cauchy distributions with δ = 1 and for
• the optimal set of thresholds for N B = {1, 2, 3}.
These optimal thresholds are obtained through exhaustive search. For N B = {4, 5, 6, 7, 8} the I ,µ q (29) and (32) can be used as approximations.
• uniform quantization when N B = {1, · · · , 8}. In this case, the central threshold is set to µ and the optimal quantization interval length ∆ is found by maximizing the FI also using exhaustive search.
• the practical approximations of the asymptotically optimal thresholds given by (25) with β = 2 and (31). N B = {1, · · · , 8} are also considered in this case.
The results are given in Tab. I. We can verify that in all cases I q converges fast to I c when N B increases. For estimation purposes, 4 quantization bits are enough. Notice that the difference of performance between uniform and non-uniform quantization seems to be slightly higher for the Cauchy distribution. For the Gaussian distribution this difference is negligible, thus in practice, uniform quantization should be used, as it requires lower complexity for implementation. We can also observe that the asymptotic approximation of the FI I ,µ q and its exact value for the practical approximation of the optimal thresholds are close, even when low to medium resolution is used N B = 4 and 5. At least for N B ≥ 4, this validates the asymptotic approximation of I q given by (18) and the approximation of the optimal thresholds (21) as answers to the questions raised at the beginning of Sec. II.
B. Scale parameter estimation
Generalized Gaussian distributions: differently from the location problem, the derivative of the score function exists for all positive β. The optimal density is given by 
Integrating, we obtain with α δ GGD (x) = 3γ
(35) Observe that all distributions for β ≥ 1 have zero density around µ, which means that µ is not the most informative point. This can be understood intuitively by looking for the optimal binary quantizer for symmetric distributions, in this case, the optimal threshold position cannot be µ, as no information about the density can be obtained from the binary histogram (asymptotically both histogram bins have probability In the Gaussian case this FI approximation is
Student t distributions:
The interval density is the following:
Now, differently from location parameter estimation, we can evaluate analytically the CDF. Exploiting the symmetry around µ and using a change of variables ε = 
Results for the Gaussian and Cauchy distributions: similarly to the location case we will test the validity of the approximations in the Gaussian and Cauchy cases. The only difference is that we impose the central threshold to be placed at µ for N B > 1 when we search for the optimal non-uniform and uniform thresholds. This constraint is used to reduce the search space of thresholds possibilities. Note that this can lead to a possibly suboptimal solution for small numbers of bits (N B = 2) as for N B = 1 the optimal threshold value is not µ. For N B = 1 we let the optimal quantizer to be asymmetric (with non equiprobable outputs).
The results of the FI evaluations are shown in Tab. II. Similar conclusions to the location estimation case can be drawn: the I ,δ q converges quickly to I c , 4 or 5 bits are enough for estimation of δ and for N B ≥ 4, the practical approximation of the optimal thresholds gives a FI close to the asymptotic approximation. The main differences w.r.t. location estimation are obtained for N B = 1, where optimal quantization gives a poor performance. Roughly, we get an asymptotic estimation variance 3 times higher than in the continuous case. In practice, when N B = 1 we need not only to avoid placing the threshold far from µ, which is also a regular requirement when we estimate µ (see [4] and [5] ), but also avoid placing it near µ, which is the reason for the zero FI for the practical approximation. 
IV. THE ADAPTIVE APPROACH
An issue for evaluating the thresholds τ i (21) is that they depend on the parameter to be estimated x. To solve this problem, we can initially set τ i with a guess on x, then estimate x, for example with a MLE, using a set of measurements and update the thresholds with the estimate. We can implement this procedure in a recursive way to obtain a set of thresholds that gets closer and closer to the practical approximation of the optimal set.
A. Adaptive estimation of location
In the location estimation case [4] and [12] proposed the use of recursive maximum likelihood estimation for jointly setting the thresholds and estimating the parameter µ. Note that for a symmetric interval density parametrized with a known δ and the unknown µ, the practical approximation of the thresholds is of the form
Thus the adaptive quantization strategy consists of replacing µ with the last MLEμ M LE k−1 , which can be easily implemented by subtracting a biasμ M LE k−1 from the input of a quantizer with thresholds
As τ
,µ i
do not depend on µ, they represent a static quantizer. It can be shown that this adaptive estimation/quantization strategy based on the MLE is asymptotically equivalent in terms of performance to an adaptive strategy based on the following low complexity recursive estimator [13] :
where I µ q is the FI for the thresholds τ
(which in this case does not depend on µ). The function η µ is
This function is independent of µ and if we relate this scheme to standard quantization, the values of η µ (i) can be considered as the quantizer output coefficients. The algorithm can be seen either as an asymptotically optimal quantization procedure where the input offset is adjusted as a cumulative function of quantizer output coefficients (cumulative with a decreasing gain to obtain convergence), or as a recursive estimator based on stochastic gradient ascent applied to the log-likelihood (η µ (i) is the score function whenμ k = µ).
As its performance is equivalent to the MLE performance, if N B > 4, the asymptotic variance of this estimator is close to optimal and it can be approximated with the asymptotic approximation I ,µ q
To validate this approach, we test this algorithm for both Gaussian and Cauchy distributions for N B = 4 and 5. The estimation mean squared error (MSE) is evaluated through simulation, 4 × 10 6 realizations of blocks with 5 × 10 4 samples are simulated. The initial error µ −μ 0 and δ are both equal to 1. The MSE for the algorithm and the approximation given by (47) are both shown in Fig. 1 , where we multiplied them by k to improve visualization. We observe that the simulated asymptotic performance is very close to the approximation. For small k the algorithm is biased and this is a possible reason for the algorithm to perform better than the bound. When comparing this simulation results with uniform quantization simulation results, it was observed that using uniform thresholds leads to faster convergence to the asymptotic performance. This gives some motivation to use an algorithm with changing thresholds. In the initial phase, the convergence phase, a uniform set of thresholds is used, then after a given number of samples, the thresholds change to the practical approximation of the optimal thresholds.
B. Adaptive estimation of scale
The practical approximation of the optimal threshold can also be written in a form similar to (43). Thus, after subtracting a fixed known offset µ and applying an input gain of the , whereδ k is an estimate of δ, the quantizer can be implemented with thresholds given by
,δ i
do not depend on δ, they also represent a static quantizer.
Similarly to location estimation, we can use a low complexity recursive procedure based on stochastic gradient ascent applied to the log-likelihood to obtain the estimateδ k .
As the score divided by the FI depends on the unknown δ in this case, we replace it by its estimateδ k−1 (the first factor in the second term). I δ q is the FI for the thresholds τ ,δ i when δ = 1. Now, the output coefficients η δ are
These coefficients are independent of δ. In this case, the optimal quantizer is obtained by updating its input gain with a cumulative sum of its output coefficients. The cumulative sum is weighted in this case with a decreasing weight which also depends on the last estimate of the parameter.
We simulate this algorithm under similar conditions as those used in the location case, the only difference is that x = 0. The initial guess of the parameter isδ 0 = 2. The results are shown in Fig. 2 , where we can see that the simulated performance converges approximately to the theoretical results 
C. Adaptive estimation of location with unknown scale
In a practical situation we might want to estimate a location parameter when the scale is unknown. In this case, as it is presented in [14] , we can blend the two adaptive solutions above, by letting the quantizer to have an adjustable offset given byμ k−1 and an adjustable input gain given by
. Now, the static quantizer has thresholds given by
and the estimate is given by
where the superscript δ = 1 indicates the value of δ for which these quantities are evaluated.
If the continuous measurements PDF and the quantizer are symmetric around µ, which is the case with the practical approximation for the optimal thresholds, then it is possible to show that the asymptotic covariance of estimation of µ and δ for this algorithm is diagonal with its elements given by the CRB for the separated problems (estimation of µ when δ is known and of δ when µ is known) [14] . Thus, if N B > 4, we expect that the variance ofμ k is asymptotically given by (47), even if δ is unknown.
We simulate this algorithm under similar conditions to the simulations performed previously, with δ = 1, µ = 0,μ 0 = 1 andδ 0 = 2. The results are shown in Fig. 3 .
The convergence to the asymptotic performance is fast in the Gaussian case, whereas it is slow in the Cauchy case due to the specific form of η µ,δ=1 (with a " " shape) associated with the transient time for the convergence ofδ k . Note that we could also choose to optimally estimate δ when µ is unknown, this would require to change the thresholds of the static quantizer to 
Also, it is possible to maximize a weighted sum of the FI for the two parameters, thus allowing to have a trade off of performance between the parameters. In this case however, the practical approximation of the optimal thresholds is difficult to calculate analytically, even in the Gaussian case.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this article, we presented an asymptotic approximation of the Fisher information for the estimation of a scalar parameter based on quantized measurements. The approximation is given for a large number of quantization intervals, thus it characterizes estimation performance asymptotically both in terms of number of samples, as the FI is related to estimation performance for large number of samples, and of quantizer resolution. We have shown that the Fisher information loss due to quantization decreases quadratically with the number of quantization intervals, or equivalently, exponentially with the number of quantization bits. This indicates that the best strategy in an estimation context can be based on a low resolution multiple sensor approach. Also, we obtained the optimal quantization interval density and we have shown that it depends not only on f 1 3 but also the score function related to the estimation problem.
We applied the results to location and scale parameter estimation for generalized Gaussian distributions and Student t distributions. The application of the results to specific elements of these families of distributions, the Gaussian and Cauchy distributions shows that the asymptotic results are valid for 4 quantization bits or more. As the optimal quantizers can be easily found for 3 or less quantization bits, this result indicates that we can obtain theoretically the optimal thresholds, at least approximately, for all N B .
The comparison with optimal uniform quantization shows that, specially in the Gaussian case, non-uniform quantization is only slightly better. Indicating that if a strong complexity constraint is considered, then, in practice, uniform quantization can be a better solution.
We show also that the optimal thresholds for estimation depend on the unknown parameter. This motivates the use of an adaptive approach to jointly estimate the parameter and set the quantizer thresholds. We present low complexity adaptive algorithms in the cases of estimation of location and scale parameters, both separately and also jointly. With these algorithms, we show that the asymptotic theoretical results can be approximately achieved in practice.
Multiple extensions of this work can be considered, for example, vector quantization, vector parameters and variable rate quantization (where the output entropy is constrained). Also, we can use the asymptotic approximation of the maximum FI to solve an approximation of the problem of bit allocation in a sensor array that communicates its measurements with a constrained rate.
